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Our furry cat friends can do a lot of things. It's more than a hit on the Internet. Cats are good for our hearts and minds, science says, and we tend to believe that. Petting a cat has sometimes proven to have a calming effect on our very, very busy lives and can reduce stress levels. But is there anything cats can't do? Colorblind as dogs are
claimed? Can they get a number? Can cats see in the dark? They all have answers, and they're more amazing than you think. Cat vision and human vision differ in several ways. Evolutionaryly, we need different things than our eyesability. Most of us don't need to see it in the dark, no matter how many carrots are said to help. Cats, on
the other hand, need to see in a little darkness. Their vision allows them to see one-third of the amount of light people can see. In fact, they excel in low light. For us humans, we probably have a few more walls to walk on. amandafoundation.org/Getty Images In some ways, cat vision is excellent. To be able to see in such low light, it lets
them hunt like their big cat cousins in the Serengeti. Cats are crepuscular animals, that is, they are most active during dawn and twilight twilight hours. Therefore, their vision evolved to make the most of active working hours. Having good night vision is also what makes them run up and down the aisle in the middle of the night.
SensorSpot / Getty Images Yes and no. No-night animals can see much more in the dark. That's how they adapted. When cats have night vision, they need at least some light to see where they are going and what they are doing. Cats, like humans, can't see in the dark. Our cats actually have no better idea what to do in the middle of the
night than we do. amandafoundation.org/Getty Images Mustaches are strange things. They help cats feel things and are really tickled when they brush against us. Whiskers are also extremely sensitive, and cats use them to detect changes in their surroundings. His mustache is so much more than cute. They can take changes in weather,
help them stay away from threats, and let them know which small areas they can fit in. yes, that included boxes! Since they work as antennae, whiskers are also very useful in the dark. efenzi / Getty Images Alcause cats can see colors, it can be put forward that they can't see it like humans. People have the luxury of seeing bright colors
like neon. Cats, on the other hand, see less saturated tones. This is actually an area where the human vision of cat vision is less. The colors they see best are blue and yellow, but both are still much less vibrant than our blues and yellow. But cats don't need it. Jeans. loops7/ Getty Images While there are cat breeds that have a better
chance of being born cross-eyed, their vision is not really affected. See more examples of cross-eyed kittens of breeds such as Siyam and Himalaya. However, since they were born this way, they are also good hunters, as if their eyes did not intersect. In other words, a laser point came down to the competition and Siyam, Siyam would
easily win. Sometimes you have noticed that the pupils of cats look sharper and more like cats. Then, when they try to butter you up, their pupils get so big that they seem to take over their eyes. There's a reason for that. It all depends on the light. The sne cup-shaped pupil has light control. Helps cats hunt in low light and in the middle of
the day. When your cat's pupils expand and expand, they are either excited, happy or scared. Oksy001 / Getty Images Yes, cats are close-minded. They can't see remote objects as far away as people can. Mostly because they don't need it at all. When it comes to catching their prey, it is much better that they can see objects close to
them. This can also be the reason why a cat is looking at you in a strange way from afar. You're probably blurry! Seregraff/Getty Images Cats have much better environmental vision than we people. They have a wider field of view at about 200 degrees until our 180. This is something else that comes in handy for them when it comes to
hunting. In addition, the eyes can detect rapid movement. Annoying rats coming to your apartment in winter? They don't have a chance against your cat. AnnaRise/Getty Images An attempt to avoid any cat-to-sight related puns, let's seriously look at this question. Can I get glasses for the cat that will help see them in the dark? No.
However, you can get glasses that will make plenty of fantastic photo ops. From sunglasses to glasses, there are pet companies that have accessories for all kinds of cats. PeachLoveU/Getty Images When you look into those big puppy eyes, have you ever wondered how your dog really sees you? Do they see you as much as you do, or
are they better? Or worse? Can they see the color of your eyes and hair, or colorblind? Can they really see in the dark? If you're wondering how your best friend sees the world through his eyes, look more. When it comes to night vision and pets, most people think cats take over the crown. Although this is really true, dogs can also see in
the dark. In fact, their night vision abilities are not far from cats, and certainly people are better! Lower light sensitive rods than the human eye are a higher concentration and larger students to allow more light to pass, the vision of dogs is much better To see it in the darker than ours. timsa / Getty Images It depends on the dog. Dogs have
a pretty good night vision, and I prefer dark because some are actually easier to get a nap without the lights bright. If your child does not show any signs of being upset when left alone in the dark, then it is probably okay for him. But some dogs are afraid of the dark. Dageldog / Getty Images The only way to learn sure is to leave the dog
alone with the lights off if you go out for a while. If when you come back, your dog has exhibited destructive behavior, such as digging up garbage or tearing things up, or if it has had an accident, is hiding or abnormally upset, it may have been frightened. You can even check with your neighbors and ask if your dog barks while you're out,
which is a clear sign that he's worried. However, if this is all normal behavior for the dog when leaving the house, it can be much more difficult to tell if this darkness is a real fear, or separation anxiety. Kativ/Getty Images This of course depends on the dog, but puppies, like humans, often get a better night's sleep off the lights. Imagine, the
light didn't come on after sunset in the wild, and the animals sleep just fine. Some dog owners, however, like plugging in a night light for their pooch, but that's entirely up to you. fongleon356 / Getty Images There are not many signs that definitively indicate whether your cub is day or night. We humans tend to associate night with sleep.
But still, not all people sleep at night, and realize that your dog will sleep whenever he wants. The vast majority of animal habits have changed since they began to live with humans. Because they don't have to hunt anymore, and instead rely on feeding at certain times, they go according to our timelines. Which means that when we get up,
they get up too, because it's usually the first time we've been feeding them. Once we go to bed, the opportunity is no longer there to get food, so the dog also goes to bed. But that doesn't mean your dog really knows or cares that it's day or night - it just means it's on your schedule! Solovyova/Getty Images Dogs are less colorblind than
us, while the pup performs better than us in almost every area with visual abilities. In addition to being able to see in the dark, his eyes are 10 to 20 times more sensitive than ours. This adaptation is very well suitable for hunting in low light conditions at dawn or twilight, something most of us people would be desperate for. Annetics/Getty
Images Dogs, unfortunately, can't read letters off an eye chart or choose colors from a color wheel, while behavioral testing has revealed that their color vision is quite limited. In general, dogs can only see the blue spectrum And I can't see colors ranging from green to red. For a dog, the world actually consists of shades of yellow, blue
and gray. JStaley401/Getty Images While prescription dog cups are undeniably cute, studies have shown that the vast majority of dogs have excellent vision and, unlike humans, are very rarely close-minded or forward-thinking. And, thanks to the high concentration of rods in their eyes, the visual aquinity of dogs is actually sharper in dim
light than bright light -- the opposite of ours! Sadeugra/Getty Images Greyhounds probably have the best vision of any breed, which compensates for their bad very sense of smell. They hunt entirely with their eyes and keep their eyes steady on the fast-moving prey, which is why they are so strongly associated with dog racing. In general,
although all dogs are above average vision, there are some exceptions. German Shepherd and Rottweilers are more likely to give birth to most to have myopia or nearsightedness. stelo/Getty Images Your dog is having vision problems clumsy, hitting furniture and walls, being easily spun or anxious, not being without toys, loss of acting,
refusal to go out at night and signs of excessive sleep. Suddenly the dog should immediately receive veterinary care if you notice any of these behaviors. The causes of vision loss and blindness in dogs vary from normal aging to hereditary disease injury or change. Treatment depends on the cause of the condition. And while vision loss is
irreversible, after adjusting to its new state, the cub can still live a long and satisfying life. razyph / Getty Images Images
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